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Let me start this week by paying tribute to the fantastic work our technicians do. If you are active on
twitter you may have seen the #TECHOGNITION campaign led by unison to highlight these unsung
heroes and the work they do in keeping the Science department running. I know I wouldn’t be
where I am now, if it weren’t for the fabulous technicians I have worked with in the different schools
where I have been employed. More here http://techognition.org/ or just get onto twitter and search
the hashtag to see so many inspirational pictures.

Tomorrow sees the start of British Science Week. However you are celebrating, I thought I would
share this image which highlights some of the amazing life-saving work of scientists.

Not planned anything yet? Don’t worry; take a look at this competition
http://copperalliance.org.uk/news-and-media/press-releases/2018-copper-education-competitionlaunched
My students have entered (successfully) in the past and have come up with some really inspiring
efforts. We set it as a homework for year 8, then got our Science Ambassadors (students) to select
the posters we chose to submit.

Recently I have been reading The Sutton Trust report on What Makes Great Teaching
https://www.suttontrust.com/research-paper/great-teaching/
The following probably won’t surprise you.

But it is worth thinking about how we identify and deal with misconceptions. Many of the SLP
subject-knowledge courses offer strategies to address misconceptions and the STEM learning
website has some useful resources too. These are really helpful when you want to write your own
hinge point or diagnostic questions, which brings us to the second point; effective questioning.

I know at this point the focus is on the forthcoming new GCSEs and students will be getting lots of
question practice. Again my searching has uncovered this on twitter: A link to a plethora of physics
questions and an application of the required practical.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8su0udkge7s842m/Physics%20Practice%20Questions.docx?dl=0

Another interesting article discusses the origin of science root words
https://sites.google.com/a/hartdistrict.org/mrlamarr-stem/CSCS-Activities/general-science/rootwords-scientific-vocabulary
I’d completely forgotten the term POIKILOTHERM - an organism that cannot regulate its body
temperature except by behavioural means such as basking or burrowing. That took me back to my
Zoology A-level!

